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The Post Collection is an example of eliminating anything extra in order to solely focus
on the essential.
For designer Cecilie Manz, creating is about examining the purpose of a piece of furniture. Stripping
the concept down to only what’s necessary, the form emerges from the function in an expression
that’s pure and purposeful.
It’s this simplicity imbued with a sense of beauty that is at the core of the new Post Collection from
Manz. The name is a nod to the former home of the Royal Mail, renovated into our flagship showroom
in Copenhagen
Clean, uncluttered lines are the signature traits of the Post Table and Post Chair, each boasting a
solid wood frame that reflects our heritage of wood craftsmanship and appreciation for authentic
materials.
The Post Chair is upright and unassuming, with clean, classic lines. The plywood seat and back are
light yet sturdy, while the arms offer just enough support with a minimal use of space. Add to that the
option of an upholstered seat in leather or fabric, and you have a subtle design that could easily fit
into a residential setting, restaurant, café or corporate environment.
The perfect partner is the Post Table, featuring a long rectangular table top and matching cylindrical
legs. The solid wood frame provides a stable structure for the streamlined table top available in
wood veneer. Given the placement of the legs on either end, the result is loads of leg room. An extra
advantage to the appeal of this practical table versatile enough to accommodate your need for dining
or working, whether in a private, corporate or hospitality venue.
The Post Collection reflects our shared passion for a clean, crisp, uncluttered aesthetic, where each
piece involves beautifully crafted wood in proportions that naturally suit the human body.

“My overall aim is always to have a clear argument legitimizing the designs
that I make. Function is essential, and if I cannot formulate a good reason
for a new product to exist, it is better to refrain from making it.”
- Cecilie Manz

Post Chair is available from September 1st 2019
Post Table is expected to be available from October 2019
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PRICES & DIMENSIONS

192 cm

54 cm

320 cm

POST CHAIR

POST TABLE

W: 54 cm, D: 49,6 cm, H: 79,4, SH: 45 cm

W: 100 cm, L: 320 cm, H: 72,7 cm
Free space between table legs: 192 cm.

Wood seat: RRP incl. VAT: from 697,- EUR

More table sizes will be announced.

Seat upholstery: RRP incl. VAT: from 768,- EUR
Not priced yet.
MATERIALS
Solid wood frame with plywood seat and back.

MATERIALS

Optional upholstered seat in fabric or leather.

Solid wood frame and table top edges.

Surface options: Black laquered, Oak laquered

Tabletop in wood veneer.

or Ash laquered

Surface options: Oak laquered or Ash laquered
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ABOUT FREDERICIA
Since its foundation in 1911, the family-owned company Fredericia has built up a strong tradition
of beautiful craftsmanship and innovative design, developed in close collaboration with a circle of
internationally recognised designers.
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